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is Prime

It took a lot of patience and personal carpentry, but the care and
a!ention that was put into Henri Borduin’s newest house is visible
in every aspect of the final result.
Text
David Keuning

Photos
Jeroen Musch

!e original barn consisted of an internal space
delimited by brick walls (le") and an exterior space
covered by a roof (right). !e exterior space was
added to the interior space during the renovation.
!e farmhouse with a thatched roof that is visible
in the background is the client’s parental home.
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!e bookcase in the living room and
the service hatch to the kitchen were
handmade by the client and the architect.

Henri

!e entrance to the house is through
the kitchen. !e ceiling above the upper
cupboards is a good example of the precise
dimensions incorporated in the design.

Borduin is an architect who leaves li!le
to chance. In a discussion about the right
moment to take pictures of his newest project,
a barn converted into a house in the Dutch
countryside, he informs me that the sun will
rise at 5:39 a.m. and set at 9:35 p.m. on the
day of the chosen deadline. ‘I put the façade
orientation in a sun path diagram,’ he writes.
‘Until just a%er 8 a.m. the sun will be on the
front façade (at an angle of 35˚) and a%er 6
p.m. the sun will be parallel to the façade with
a height of approximately 15˚ relative to the
horizon. A%erwards, the sun will rotate to
shine on the façade again, but of course it will
also be se!ing.’
It is a remarkable email that, during a
joint visit to the residence, becomes completely
understandable: the angle of the sun is the
key factor of the design. Seven ‘light catchers’
provide the rooms on the ground floor with
daylight. Borduin placed them in various
directions, each at a diﬀerent angle, to provide
diﬀerent kinds of daylight in diﬀerent rooms at
varying times of the day.
*e client, who wants to stay
anonymous, at first had her doubts about the

architect’s design. ‘When the light catchers
were built but not yet plastered, I sat down in
the living room, looked up, and thought: this is
not going to work,’ she says. ‘To me, they also
seemed to be very impractical: we lose a lot of
space on the first floor because of them.’ But
now that the house is finished she’s very happy
with the results: ‘Every room is diﬀerent. At
night the blue light of the moon is beauti+l.
Sunrise, storm, snow, rain and sunset, we
experience all forms of weather more intensely
than in our old home.’
*at old home was in Amsterdam,
where the architect and client played volleyball
at the same sports club: he was her coach. To her
the ci, was a fantastic place to live, but with
a husband and two growing kids, their singlefloor living space began to feel more cramped by
the day. Her parents still lived on the old farm
she grew up in, several kilometres from Breda
in the province of North Brabant. A barn also
stood on the proper,, a barn her parents – both
psychologists – used as their practice and that
at one time in the past also housed a few horses.
*e rural lifes,le was calling, and the family
decided to relocate in 2007.

But remodelling the barn into a house was
not that easy. Acquiring the right permits for
residential use took seven years. ‘*e barn was
built during the reconstruction period in 1953,’
says Borduin. ‘Before that there was a Flemish
barn in the same place, which was bombed
in the Second World War.’ Various visits by
experts on monuments were needed to get the
right paperwork.
In the meantime, the family had plen,
of time to think about the layout of their +ture
home. *eir corner apartment in Amsterdam
had lots of windows. *ey wanted the same
thing again. ‘*e clients required securi,,
protection and shelter, but also lots of light,’
said Borduin. ‘At first that seems contradictory.’
Large glass sliding doors were not only
undesirable due to privacy. ‘We know the area
and in the winter, the yard is a quagmire. We do
not want to be looking at a black hole for half
of the year.’
*e family also wanted a house with
lots of rooms. ‘We have many relatives in
Belgium and they come over regularly,’ says the
client. ‘*e dimensions of the living room are
based on the length of three dining tables.’ →
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!e grey tiling in the stoe!amer
(parlour) indicates the position of
a former door.

*e house also has a room that, in Belgium and
the southern Netherlands, is called a stoe!amer:
a beauti+l room that is only used on special
occasions. Residents and visitors enter the
house through the kitchen. *e large U-shaped
kitchen is positioned in the centre of the house
and is lit up by one of the light catchers.
*e precision with which the
architect studied the light incidence was also
practiced on the dimensions of the design.
‘*e cross section of the barn is very precise
mathematically,’ he says. ‘*e angle of the roof
is exactly 45˚ and the ra%ers and braces form
a square on its side, with the lowest point just
touching the ground.’ *is square has sides of
5.2 m, and that size was the starting point for
many of his modifications. For example, six of
the seven light catchers have a base of 2.6 × 2.6
m, which is also the height of the rooms on the
ground floor. Borduin also applied the golden
ratio in various places, like the bookcase in the
living room that he made with the client.
*at is not the only piece of +rniture
that the architect and the client personally
created. *ey also made the service hatch
between the kitchen and the living room.
*e client knew about such a hatch from the
Belgian summers of her childhood and really
wanted one for herself, but the architect did not
think it was a good idea. ‘Whenever he showed

us a new drawing, the hatch was gone again,’
she says. Eventually, a%er much insistence,
they decided on one with many compartments,
based on the same measuring system that
characterizes the rest of the design. Several
rectangular ceiling lights are also the result of
home cra%. *e client’s father provided brass
plates that the architect put together. *ese
lamps also connect to the proportions that
form the basis of the design.
Borduin’s precision created many
critical places where various lines cross each
other in the exact same spot. For example,
six angle sections come together above the
kitchen, which gave the plasterers headaches.
‘At first the workmen thought these precise
lines to be ridiculous,’ says the client. ‘Anything
from Amsterdam is rejected anyway in rural
Brabant, and this design really threw them
for a loop at first. But somewhere along the
way they started having +n with it and
eventually they were explaining to me why
it was so important for everything to be in
the right spot.’
*e execution succeeded wonder+lly.
*e proportions are more than just an
intellectual game: In the perception of the space
they play a discreet but important role. *e
house gives a thought+l impression. *ose few
spots where the precision was intentionally

omi!ed are +n. For example, the blue-grey tile
work in the bathroom has a specific pa!ern,
but anyone who pulls open a cabinet will see
a random pa!ern in the back. ‘We told the
tiler: go crazy on those,’ says Borduin. ‘But
apparently that was hard to do.’
*e two most important themes of
the design of this house – zenithal daylight
and mathematical precision – are not new to
Borduin’s work. *ey can also be found, for
instance, in the house in Leeuwarden that
he designed for his parents in 2004. In this
introvert, 11 × 11-m bungalow, five rectangular
s3lights, placed above divisional walls made of
cupboards, are the primary source of daylight.
Mirrors on the reveals enable light to bounce
around the room. No less than 18 sliding doors,
placed in a strict formation, make a flexible use
of the modest space possible.
Border Architecture, the name of the
oﬃce that Borduin founded in 1999, is not
just a reference to his own surname, but also
applies to the design principles that he finds
most important. Isn’t it time to approach his
commissions less rigidly? ‘On the contrary,’
Borduin says, ‘I’m ge!ing stricter. Daily life
develops best within a strict framework.
Freedom abounds within set limits.’ _
borderarchitecture.com

!e light catchers in the living room have
a base of 2.6 × 2.6 m. !is measurement
corroborates with the height of the space.
Henri Borduin poses in the kitchen.
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Model of a preliminary sketch that comes close to the final
design, showing the position of the light catchers.
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!e ceiling lamps in the stairwell
(and other places) were designed
and executed by the architect and
the client’s father.

Entrance
Kitchen
Stoe!amer (parlour)
Living room
Bathroom
Bedroom
Practice
Light catcher
Storage space

‘Freedom
abounds
within
set limits’
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!e client’s daughter in her bedroom on the
first floor. Her high sleeper is built on top
of the parlour’s light catcher. !e kitchen’s
light catcher is visible on the right. Because
the original truss was in the way, the
construction of both of the a,ic rooms was
modified. !e lower diagonals are new.

